2019 Undergraduate Student Government
Election Results – The Ohio State University

Total Valid Undergraduate Votes Cast – 3,098

Total Votes Cast by Valid Voters for Pres/VP – 2,891

Total Votes Cast by Valid Voters only for General Assembly Candidates/Indicating No Preference for Pres/VP – 207

PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT TEAMS
Kate Greer/Julia Dennen – 2,395 (82.8%)

Total Write-In Votes – 496 (17.2%)

BALLOT INITIATIVES
None

COLLEGE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SEATS

Arts & Humanities (2)
Emily Needham – 346

Business (3)
Cade Santha – 380
Nathan Rush – 331
Alex Ikezawa (write-in) - 89

Dentistry (1)
No candidates

Education and Human Ecology (2)
Dani Zborovksy – 97
Joshua Pugh – 88

Engineering (4)
Jannan Sivaruban – 216
Josh Goetz – 205
Alek Kundla – 177
Ben Harris (write-in) - 23

Exploration (1)
Maddie Carson – 65
Food, Agricultural & Environmental Sciences (1)
Caleb Hickman – 156

Medicine Sciences (1)
No candidates

Natural & Mathematical Sciences (3)
David Mack – 98
Troy Tofil – 87
Dennis Pales (write-in) - 17

Nursing (1)
Chrissy Fears – 45

Pharmacy (1)
Durya Nadeem – 22

Public Affairs (1)
Sophie Ruttenberg – 77
Mitchell Pinsky – 23
Lauren Zacharyasz – 23

Public Health (1)
Uma Mylavarapu (write-in) - 6

Social & Behavioral Sciences (4)
Claire Krafka – 185
Sana Soufi – 185
Elizabeth Painter – 180
Brandon Bishop (write-in) - 35

Social Work (1)
Nuurah Parsons – 34

LIVING AREA GENERAL ASSEMBLY SEATS

Commuter Living Area (2)
Faduma Hasan – 65

Off-Campus Living Area (5)
Isabel Palmer – 797
Lauren Nichols – 753
Elyssa Bellofatto – 747
Jimmy Gao – 733
Michael Kohler – 733

On-Campus Living Area (7)
Ryan Raulynaitys – 695
Caleb Hineman – 618
Jakob Bolman – 565
Elyse Schemenauer – 477
Andrew Klemm – 437
Seth Williamson – 437
Ose Arheghan – 432

Regional Campus Living Area (1)
Thanh Pham – 115
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